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1. Introduction
This submission concerns the general measures required for the implementation of the ECtHR
judgment in Sharifi and Others v Italy and Greece (Application No 16643/09). The present
communication is the result of the monitoring and legal support activities carried out by the Adriatic
Seaports Network, a network of the associations indicated below, which, in collaboration with
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associations operating in the territories and countries along the Balkan route and in Greece, since
2017 has been monitoring what is happening at the ports, guaranteeing information and legal
protection to foreign citizens arriving in Italy from Greece and other countries in the Balkan area,
such as Albania, Croatia and Montenegro.
ASGI is an association made up of lawyers, jurists and civil society representatives that has been
working for decades to better understand the juridical questions linked to the migratory phenomenon,
contributing to the advancement of knowledge in these matters at a national and international level.
Ambasciata dei Diritti di Ancona, an association that organizes activities based on sharing,
collaboration, co-construction, awareness and analysis with all those living in the Ancona area. The
association provides free services to migrants, including Italian language classes and legal
consultation.
No Name Kitchen (NNK), a volunteer independent organization providing support for the peopleon-move, like food and clothes or other supplies. At the moment NNK is present in Velika Kladusa
(BiH), Sid (Serbia) and Patras (Greece) to people living outdoors without rights and with their basic
needs uncovered. NNK are present in Patras since February 2019, assisting people coming to Patras
to try to cross to Italy.1
Associazione SOS Diritti, a volunteer organization active since 2010 in the Venice area. It works to
promote Human Rights, fight against discrimination and support migrants residing in the territory. It
organizes awareness-raising workshops and events in schools and for the public. Since its birth, the
association has engaged in a constant monitoring of immigrant sea arrivals in Venice.
Lungo la rotta balcanica, is an Italian association based in Venice that aims to raising awareness,
standing in solidarity and giving support to the people on the move along the Balkan route. Since
2015 the association has been organizing trainings and seminars on the fields in the Balkan route
countries for social workers from Italian reception centers, university and secondary schools students
and citizens interested in the topic.
In the previous communications sent by the above-mentioned association2, most recently on 21
January 2020, it was pointed out that the Italian government had not implemented effective measures
to rectify the issues sanctioned by the Court, nor provided what the Court had asked for. This
conclusion remains correct even after the Italian Government’s Action Report of 15 December 2021.
The main consequence of the non-implementation of this judgement is the continuation of a policy
of push-backs and readmissions from the main Italian Adriatic ports also during 2020 and 2021,
without any formal measures, without any assessment of the individual situations and eventual causes
of inadmissibility of foreign citizens, including asylum seekers and unaccompanied minors, in
violation of the right to asylum and Conventional guarantees and of the provisions of the Readmission
Agreement.

1

See for more details on the monitoring activities carried out https://www.nonamekitchen.org/en/what-do-we-do/ e
https://www.facebook.com/NoNameKitchenBelgrade/?__tn__=%2Cd%2CPR&eid=ARBD_OvqbS9duYV6eZ_3cU4rzLu-GVgK3wdJXR_PiYFcsLV-9aCKfvgIo-DOjrAc3RdgKIlyYlbjSii1
2
See: https://hudoc.exec.coe.int/eng#{%22EXECIdentifier%22:[%22DH-DD(2019)176E%22]}.
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2. Case Summary
The case concerns the non-registered readmission of four irregular migrants from Italy to Greece
based on the bilateral readmission agreement of 1999. The migrants were intercepted as unauthorized
passengers on ferries that, from January 2008 to February 2009, had arrived in Ancona harbour. The
applicants were returned to the ferry captains by the border authorities without having access to
legal information, linguistic mediation or legal assistance regarding the right to seek asylum
and the relevant procedures.
The European Court of Human Rights, with its Judgment of October 21, 2014, found a violation of
Article 4 of the Additional Protocol no. 4 of the European Convention on Human Rights with regards
to the collective nature of the expulsion; of Article 3 of the ECHR, as the applicants’ repatriation to
Greece effectuated by the Italian authorities had exposed them to risks stemming from the limited
access to asylum procedures in that country; of Article 13 in conjunction with Article 3 of the ECHR
and with Article 4 of the Protocol no. 4 in relation to the lack of access to the asylum procedure at
Ancona harbour, as well as other effective remedies.
In the context of its March 2020 meeting, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe
decided not to end the supervision procedure and instead requested that the Italian Government
provide, by no later than 15th of June 2020, up-to-date and complete information on reception
services in the Adriatic ports, especially with regard to the shortcomings highlighted in relation to the
Bari transit area; giving guarantees regarding the effective provision of information to foreign citizens
arriving about their rights and asylum procedures, including through immediate access to reception
services immediately upon arrival, clarifying how this can be guaranteed where reception services
are located outside the transit zones of ports.
The Italian Government responded beyond the deadline, with an Action Report asking for the closure
of the Committee of Ministers’ supervision procedure, without, however, actually implementing the
Court’s judgment. This communication responds to what was represented by the Government in its
reply, highlighting how, in fact, in line with what was already represented in the previous
communication, the illegal rejections towards Greece are pursued and concerns remain regarding the
migrant reception systems at Adriatic ports, with specific reference to the exercise of the right of
asylum, and regarding the concrete application of the Bilateral Agreement between Italy and Greece.
3.General measures
3.1. The wrongful implementation of the non - refoulement principle at Adriatic maritime
borders
The monitoring activities carried out by the Associations operating in the main ports of the Adriatic
Route, showed that there is a continuation of informal readmissions and push-backs of persons found
on the ships or in the immediacy of the disembarkation area.In the foreword, it is pointed out that
readmissions are also implemented at airport border crossings (See for example Doc. 1 - Report
woman requesting international protection and her minor child at the Rome Fiumicino airport border
- July 2021). According to the collected testimonies, most of the returns of foreign citizens from
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Adriatic ports to Greece seem to follow completely informal procedures, in violation of the legal
framework of reference.
According to the collected information, irregular immigrants intercepted on ferries arriving in Italian
ports in the Adriatic Sea are still pushed back without any registration or formal documentation. These
ferries, coming from Patras and Igoumenitsa in Greece, but also from Croatia and Albania, arrive in
the Italian ports of Ancona, Bari, Brindisi and Venice; the people intercepted inside the ferries or
immediately upon arrival in Italy are in most cases returned to the ports of departure in custody of the
captain of the ferry, after being detained in the transit zones or inside the ferries themselves, even for
many hours, until a new departure with the same or a new ship is scheduled. According to data from
the Department of Public Security3 (Doc. 2-Ministry of the Interior-Air and sea port of Venice-March
and October 2021) the third country nationals disembarked in the Adriatic ports come from Turkey,
Greece and Albania (the figures also include persons landing with so-called 'ghost landings' on the
Apulian and Calabrian coasts, which are difficult to monitor), while the destination countries after
readmission are, as far as the sea route is concerned, Albania, Croatia and Greece.
More in general, the countries of origin of traced people are, mostly, Afghanistan, Albania, Turkey,
Kurdish, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Morocco and sub-Saharan Africa. Moreover, there is
significant reported data confirming the refoulement of persons who expressed the will to seek
international protection in transit zones, without this request being taken into account by the
competent authorities and, thus, being officially registered. Although the (official) data on rejections
do not show large numbers, they concern several thousand of foreign citizens who enter or try to enter
Italy every year (See Doc. 2).
The associations received several reports from foreign nationals claiming to be about to be readmitted
despite their asylum request or even if they were minors, both in 2020 and 2021. Thanks to the
intervention of the associations, which immediately contacted the Border Police Offices and, on some
occasions, alerted the operational bodies at the border crossings and UNHCR, it was possible to
interrupt or avoid some readmissions of asylum seekers and unaccompanied minors, thus
guaranteeing access to the territory, asylum applications and protection. The reports of the
associations working in Greece also highlighted the continuation of illegitimate practices. In addition,
in Bari in particular, a number of testimonies of foreign citizens were collected, which had arrived in
Italy after having been readmitted previously, despite the fact that they had manifested their intention
to seek asylum or had declared their minor age. Finally, it seems useful to underline that the collected
testimonies reported that: the tracked person did not receive any legal information, the readmission
procedures took place without having met any civil society organisation and in the absence of a
translator. In addition, the testimonies report episodes of mistreatment and behaviour violating
personal dignity both during the tracking phase on board the ship or ashore, and during the
readmission procedures, such as confiscation of personal belongings, forcing to undress, exposure to
extreme temperatures, etc.
It should be also highlighted that the Greek government, in compliance with the 2016 EU-Turkey
agreement, has hugely increased illegal pushbacks of refugees since January 20204, with some victims
stating they have been beaten by Greek officials before being forced back across borders, or into the
3
4

FOIA submitted by the Adriatic Seaports Network
https://aegeanboatreport.com
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sea and forcing readmission of people to Turkey, fostering the illegitimate practice of the pushbacks
chain.
3.2. Reception services at the border crossing points of Adriatic ports: critical profiles and
practices
With regard to reception services of the Adriatic Ports, the shortcomings already highlighted above
are confirmed by the writing associations5. In particular, the presence of operators is foreseen only
on certain days a week and in certain time slots which, in most cases, do not coincide with the arrival
times of the ferries. In the absence of an effective and autonomous intervention space, the reporting
and filtering procedures carried out lead to a serious violation of the rights of foreign citizens.
3.3. Access to the procedure for granting international protection and the role of information:
collected cases involving readmission to Greece 6
As reported, people arriving at the Adriatic ports, encounter large obstacles in accessing information
on their legal status and rights, thus in accessing the request for international protection and in the
emergence of additional causes of inexpellability provided for by Italian law, risking being
illegitimately pushed back. This is in spite of the fact that Italian and European legislation clearly
stipulates the obligation of States to guarantee these rights. The following are some individual cases
that testify to the persistence of serious problems, starting with the exercise of the right to asylum.
In particular, we point out the case of readmission7 from Bari on Sunday 23 May 2021, which
involved six Turkish and Kurdish citizens, including one woman, despite having immediately
declared their wish to seek asylum (See Doc. 3 - Report of persons of Turkish and Kurdish citizens
Port of Bari-May 2021). Foreign citizens had arrived hidden inside a truck arrived by ferry. Mobile
phones, documents and even some essential medicines were seized from the group of foreign
nationals immediately after they were traced. They were prevented from any contact with lawyers,
associations and family members; they were not guaranteed any legal information or the assistance
of a mediator. They reported that they had been forcibly taken on the ferry back to Greece and that
they had been subjected to abuse and violence by the Italian police during the readmission procedure.
They were arbitrarily deprived of personal freedom and kept inside a technical room, without
windows and toilets, so small that they had to alternate to stay seated on the ground. The six asylum
seekers were detained for the 12-hour journey, in the cold and without receiving food or water. When
they arrived in the port of Igoumenitsa in Greece, they were held for 24 hours in a dilapidated and
confined place, along with many other foreign citizens, without being able to communicate to their
families and associations where they were. Their readmission to Greece took place in a completely
informal manner without the handing over of a measure.

5

See par. 2 of previous communication: https://hudoc.exec.coe.int/eng#{%22EXECIdentifier%22:[%22DHDD(2020)88E%22]}.
6
Only some of the cases involving readmissions to Greece are reported, but many cases of refoulement to Albania and
Croatia were detected.
7
https://medea.asgi.it/riammissioni-di-richiedenti-asilo-dal-porto-di-bari/
https://www.editorialedomani.it/fatti/migranti-grecia-rotta-balcanica-respingimenti-porto-bari-ecbmxvls
https://www.rainews.it/tgr/puglia/video/2021/06/pug-porto-bari-asilo-grecia-9aea3fc0-40f4-4298-91d823492613aa19.html.
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For this episode of 23 May 2021 to the port of Bari, a parliamentary interpellation was introduced8.
On 03 April 2021 an Afghan national was traced after crossing the border and customs control at the
port of Venice by hiding in a trailer loaded on board a ferry arrived from the port of Patras, via Bari.
When the person was apprehended by the police, the civil society association in charge of the
reception at the port was not notified and a Farsi-language interpreter was not called to provide legal
information. The Afghan citizen telephoned the number of one of the associations of the Adriatic
Ports Network and reported that he had been put on a ship and locked in a room on the ship, which
was still at the port. The phone call arrived at 11 p.m. and the Afghan citizen was stopped by the
police at 4.30 p.m. The association called the border police to point out that it had received the phone
call in which the Afghan citizen said he had not understood what the police had told him and that he
intended to express his wish to apply for international protection. The police replied saying that the
ship had already left with the applicant on board for Patras, via Bari. The police authorities had
decided not to disembark the person, also in the light of the new information received, thus effectively
keeping the Afghan citizen on the ship for several hours. Thanks to the cooperation with the
associations working in the port of Bari, the following morning, the applicant was able to disembark
from the ship in Bari, where he applied for asylum (See Doc. 4-Report on the presence of an applicant
for international protection at the Bari port border - April 2021).
3.3.1. Pushbacks of unaccompanied minors
On the 14 August 2020 a single minor of Afghan nationality was tracked down at the port of Brindisi
and, without being given any legal information and without the presence of an interpreter, was denied
the right to enter the territory and was about to be readmitted to the port of origin despite being a
minor (Doc. 5- Report on the presence of unaccompanied foreign minors at the port border of Brindisi
- August 2020). The minor was able to contact the associations of the Adriatic Seaports Network,
which sent a written report to the Border Police, as a result of which his rights were recognised.
On the 29 May 2021 a single minor of Afghan nationality was tracked down at the port of Brindisi
and readmitted to Greece, despite having declared his age and his intention to seek asylum in Italy.
The minor, upon returning to Greece, managed to contact the associations of the Adriatic Ports
Network and report the incident. In addition, following readmission, the minor was detained for a
long period of time in a detention centre in improper conditions with adults in clear violation of the
rights enshrined in international conventions In 2021, other reports were received from minors
tracked down at the port of Brindisi and the port of Bari, and only with the direct intervention of the
associations belonging to the Adriatic Ports Network was it possible to ensure access to the territory
and to the protection measures provided by law.
More generally, readmissions to Greece continued during the new year. In particular, we report the
testimony collected by the organisations operating in Greece of the readmission that took place on 22
January 2022 from the port of Bari and that involved a 15 year-old minor of Afghan nationality9. The

8

See:
https://aic.camera.it/aic/scheda.html?numero=3-02317&ramo=C&leg=18
and
https://www.camera.it/leg18/410?idSeduta=0521&tipo=stenografico#sed0521.stenografico.tit00060.sub00030, p. 2425.
9
See testimony: https://www.borderviolence.eu/violence-reports/january-22-2022-1030-bari-italy/.
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witness reports many details on the modalities of the readmission and of the conduct acted by the
border police against the minor.

3.4. The 1999 Readmission Agreement between Italy and Greece: scope of application and
critical aspects
The Italian government considers as a valid legal basis of readmissions to Greece, the bilateral
readmission agreement signed in 1999 and entered into force in 2001, which was never ratified by
the Parliament under Article 80 of the Italian Constitution.
The text of this agreement, which has not been placed on file by the defendant governments, was
published in the Official Gazette of the Hellenic Republic on 7 November 2000; it has not been
officially published in Italy. The Italian Government retains that the practices implemented at the
border crossing points comply with the legislation, arguing that they are lawful in the light of the the
Contracting Parties shall readmit to its territory, upon request of the other Contracting Party and
provisions of the bilateral agreement. In particular, Article 5 of the agreement provides that each of
without any formalities, a third-country national who has entered the territory of the second
Contracting Party without having, during the twelve months preceding the request, transited or stayed
on the territory of the first Contracting Party. The application for readmission must be submitted
within three months after the alien's presence in the requesting State has been established.
The bilateral agreement, however, is subject to specific limits arising both from the agreement itself
and from jus cogens human rights norms, primarily the principle of non-refoulment. According to
this point, Article 6 excludes from the scope of this readmission obligation, inter alia, refugees
recognised as such by the requesting State in application of the 1951 Geneva Convention and stateless
persons, as defined by the 1954 New York Convention and Recommendation No R (84) 1 of the
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe concerning the protection of persons who fulfil the
criteria of the Geneva Conventions but are not formally recognised as refugees. Article 23 also
contains a safeguard clause specifying that the agreement may not hinder the application of the 1951
Geneva Convention or other agreements and conventions binding the parties in the field of human
rights protection, which clearly includes the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). With
reference to the principle of non-refoulement, this should be interpreted not only in the light of the
Geneva Convention, but of the jus cogens in the field of human rights and how it has evolved in
international human rights law, in which no derogations to the principle are foreseen. Additional
alleged violations of the international normative framework are detectable in the 1999 bilateral
Agreement, which expressly foresees the possibility of readmission to Greece, which under the case
law of the ECHR is considered a country without sufficient effective guarantees against non
refoulement and indirectly because Greek 'safe countries' list poses a threat to human rights a country
without sufficient effective guarantees against non refoulement and indirectly because Greek 'safe
countries' list poses a threat to human rights. This aspect is particularly problematic with regard to
both the verification of a possible manifestation of the will to seek international protection and the
monitoring of other unlawful practices, such as collective expulsions of third-country nationals and,
therefore, the lack of a case-by-case assessment, as required by the legislation.
With regard to pushbacks in particular, the Court of Rome, before which an urgent appeal was lodged
by a Pakistani citizen who reported having been subjected to indirect refoulement from Italy to
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Bosnia, held a decision stating that the informal readmission procedures implemented at the eastern
Italian border to Slovenia were unlawful. The Court observed10 that these procedures were
implemented in clear breach of international, European and internal rules governing access to the
right to asylum and of Regulation (EU) No 604/2013, known as Dublin III. In addition, the Court of
First Instance found that the rights to a Due Process had been infringed in the absence of written
measures to provide an effective remedy against the proceedings. More in general, the Court stated
that readmission procedures and praxis should never be implemented in violation of the principle of
non-refoulement, including indirect refoulement, and of Article 3 of the European Convention on
Human Rights, which, in prohibiting torture or inhuman or degrading treatment, is also applied
extraterritorially, thus preventing exposing the persons concerned by out-of-state transfers to the risk
of suffering such treatment in the country (or countries) of destination.
On 3 May 2021, the Civil Court of Rome11, deciding on the appeal submitted by the Government,
overturned the previous decision, but, contrary to what alleged by the Government, not by questioning
the illegality of the readmissions, nor contesting the readmission procedure for asylum seekers which, it is important to underline, was unveiled by the Government itself with the written note of 24
July 202012 - but by challenging the solidity of the proof of the applicant’s arrival in Italy.
4.
Conclusions
and
recommendations
The conclusions set out in the communication of 21 January 2020 should therefore be reiterated. The
ongoing non-implementation of this case involves the violation of the rights of foreign citizens
arriving on Italian territory.
Given the systemic nature of the problem, it is essential that the Committee of Ministers continue its
supervision of the implementation of the Sharifi case under the enhanced procedure, scheduling the
case for debate in December 2022.
Furthermore, in view of the above, the undersigned NGOs ask the Committee of Ministers to call
upon the national authorities to:
1. Guarantee effective assistance and reception services, by defining more clearly the
competences and role of these services, in order to ensure access to the right to information
and legal assistance. Access to information and assistance must be sufficient to ensure that
the foreigner present at the border has effective access to the exercise of fundamental rights,
and to prevent extensive violations of the principle of non-refoulement;

10

Ordinance of the Court of Rome N. R.G. 56420/2020, see: https://www.asgi.it/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/TribunaleRoma_RG-564202020.pdf.
11
Ordinance
of
the
Court
of
Rome
N.
R.G.
7045/2021,
see:
https://www.asgi.it/wpcontent/uploads/2021/05/2021_Tribunale_Roma_rotta_balcanica_10630266s-2.pdf.
12
On 24 July 2020, the Ministry of the Interior, responding with a written note to the urgent question presented by the
Member of Parliament Riccardo Magi, on the situation of the "informal readmissions" of foreign citizens at the ItalianSlovenian land border, confirmed that readmissions against foreign citizens are applied "(..) even if the intention to request
international protection is expressed "and that" (..) if the conditions for the readmission request are met (..), the request is
not sent to the responsible Questura for the formalization of the asylum request (…)".Urgent request 2/00861 presented
by Riccardo Magi on 14 July 2020, https://bit.ly/3hilQxY; and the written answer by the MoI, available at:
https://bit.ly/3tzWzBO.
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2. Guarantee the necessary assistance to foreign citizens who have been refused entry or who
intend to enter Italian territory for stays of more than three months, as provided for by the
regulations.
3. Ensure that the body in charge of the services can act in the areas of naval docking, with due
autonomy with respect to the work of the public security forces;
4. Cease the practices of illegal push-backs of Unaccompanied and Separated Children (UASC)
and the practices of informal push-backs of both adults and children in the absence of a written
and motivated act, which result in difficulties of access to judicial protection;
5. Ensure the correct application, and a contextual review, of the readmission agreement between
Italy and Greece, in accordance with the rules of international and European law on asylum
and protection against the risk of refoulement;
6. Ensure access to services at border crossing points by international and national bodies and
associations wishing to carry out independent monitoring of the provision of services at these
crossing points.
Attachments:
-Doc. 1-Report woman requesting international protection and her minor child at the Rome
Fiumicino airport border - July 2021;
-Doc. 2-Ministry of the Interior-Air and sea port of Venice-March and October 2021;
-Doc. 3 - Report of persons of Turkish and Kurdish citizens Port of Bari-May 2021;
-Doc. 4-Report on the presence of an applicant for international protection at the Bari port border April 2021;
-Doc. 5-Report on the presence of unaccompanied foreign minors at the port border of Brindisi August 2020.
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